Ontology Meets Science  
Claudio Calosi [CC] & Robert Michels [RM]

1 claudio.calosi@unige.ch; 2 robert.michels@unige.ch

[MA3, Thursdays, 10.15-11.45 am, U365]  
Moodle Link: https://moodle.unige.ch/course/view.php?id=8829

The seminar addresses the relation between formal ontology and the metaphysics of science. In particular, we will investigate some alleged formal ontological notions---namely, identity, essence, parthood, and dependence---and their possible applications to a vast range of scientific contexts, with a focus on physics and biology.

Week 1, Sept. 24: Introduction. Formal Ontology and Its Applications (CC & RM---No reading)


